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Tasting Notes

Mondariz Mineral Sparkling Water 25.36 fl.

25.36Size:

Well-balanced water, of noble origin, medicinal mineral, originating from the subsoil of old granite that has a 
golden brightness and improves its crystal clear transparency, of a fine and pleasant texture.  For the sixth 
year in a row, this water have achieved the maximum score (3 gold stars) at the Superior Taste Award, a prize 
given by the International Taste & Quality Institute (iTQi) of Brussels. This award recognizes the Superior 
Taste and excellence of our products and reaffirms our place as one of the best brands of mineral water in 
the world. As in previous editions, our natural mineral waters, both sparkling and still, earned the classification 
of “exceptional”, which is only achieved with a score of over 90 points out of a possible 100. Our sparkling 
water garnered 94.1 points, surpassing other sparkling waters participating in the competition. A blind taste 
test was carried out to evaluate the products which were presented with no labels or commercial containers 
so that the brands could not be identified by the judges, thus ensuring objectivity. A total of 120 renowned 
chefs and sommeliers from the most prestigious culinary and sommelier associations in Europe are in charge 
of the tasting. At each edition there are different tasting experts. All of the members of the jury have been 
selected for their unanimously recognized talent in guides such as the Michelin or Gault&Millau. This edition 
boasted the participation of a total of 1250 products including beverages and food from 5 different continents. 
Only 20% earned the maximum score of three stars which rates the product as “exceptional”. Our mineral 
water has become the top-rated water in the world, having achieved the maximum score given by the 
Superior Taste Award for six years running. Next year, if we earn this rating again, we will be granted the well-
known Diamond Taste Award. That would make us the first company in the world to have won this invaluable 
award as well.   The International Taste & Quality Institute (iTQi) of Brussels is an independent organization 
made up of renowned chefs and sommeliers from many different countries. It was created for the purpose of 
analyzing, judging and promoting the best foods and beverages from all over the world. The Superior Taste 
Awards aim to distinguish the finest tastes and products.

15Unit/Cs:

Origin:

MONDARIZ

Agua de Mondariz sparkling water offers a fresh tactile sensation, with a silky taste in the mouth that evolves 
in an elegant way, with small bubbles that make it pleasant and easy to drink.

Brand:

Description

organic koshergmo free gluten freeall natural

SKU: MDZ0750S

Drained WNet Weight

 Case 

Lbs

39.71

Logistical Information

Unit Bar Code

8412042501087

Case Bar Code

8412042504095

Pallet

TI x HI

9 x 5

Pallet 

cases

45

Temp

Conrol

Pack 

Size

15

Case 

L x W x H

15 x 9 x 10.25

Pallet 

Lbs

1786.95

GG-3040

Ingredients

Spring water, Carbon Dioxide

Food Pairing

Enjoy cold and pure.
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